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From the Editor

Forthcoming Church Services

No-one really knows what the next few months hold
for us, but the magazine is following the church’s
adaptation to current times. We welcome a visiting
preacher in November, we continue to have some
regular activities, and there is even an Elders’ rota
tucked away on page 24. There are also numerous
notes about ongoing church life.
The theme for this November issue is remembrance and remembering.
This is the subject of the minister’s letter. The retired army chaplain in
our congregation, Clare Callanan, has written about Remembrance from
her experience on page 18. Conscious of the constraints imposed by
coronavirus regulations on those needing to express their grief, or simply
to pay their respects to people who have died, readers are invited to use
a short ‘Time to remember’ on page 20.
We continue the practice of having colour pages in the middle of the
magazine. These begin with different views of Remembrance Sunday, look
at life in and around the church building, and conclude with some of the
delights of the season. I am grateful to readers who have contributed
photographs, and I will always consider publishing those sent to me. My
aim is to portray life in the church and the world, particularly for readers
who, for whatever reason, are unable to get out much.

Regular Sunday worship takes place at 10:30am.
Currently there are ‘hybrid’ services in that you can attend either
- in person at the church in Paul Street - bring a face covering - or
- via Zoom using an online or telephone connection.
To attend via Zoom you need an invitation from the Minister.
1 November

Harvest worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
(includes The Lord’s Supper)

8 November

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
Remembrance Sunday

15 November

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber

22 November

Morning worship led by the Revd Peter Brain

29 November

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
Advent Sunday

6 December

Morning worship led by the Revd Dr Susan Durber
(includes The Lord’s Supper)

Weekly Activities

Further afield is the decommissioned village church in Kilton now called St
Nicholas Wayfarers. One of its trustees has asked me to advertise their
invitation to use the church and its grounds as a quiet getaway. If anyone
visits, I would be interested in photographs of and from the church.

Midweek Worship on Tuesdays

Looking ahead to Christmas, the Elders would welcome responses to their
suggestions. See page 15.

Most Tuesdays from 11:30am to 12 noon
in the church

A face covering is
required

Peter Henderson

Work-Wise in the URC Lecture Hall

Contact the manager
(details on page 1) to
volunteer
or just turn up

What, when & where

Wednesdays, 9:30am 12:30 & 1:30-4:00pm
Offering support with all aspects of job seeking

Notes

Other Notable Dates
Thursday 5 November

Cover picture: The ‘old’ image of the gathered church but featuring the
new cross and canopy!

Wednesday 11 November
Monday 16 November

Remember, remember (but omit any residual
anti-Catholic prejudice)
Remembrance Day
Magazine deadline
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From your minister:

culture’s collective silence about death. I think it’s good that we have
hymns to sing, readings to linger over, prayers to say that can give voice
to sorrow as well as to faithful (and even joyful) remembering.

Dear friends,
November is a month when we do a lot of
remembering. There’s Remembrance Day itself of
course, when we particularly remember the losses of
two world wars and of later conflicts too. There are
also those days at the beginning of November when we
remember people who have died; saints (All Saints day
is November 1st) and sinners all. It’s a time when even
the weather seems to remind us of falling, death and endings.
This year is a time of grieving for all of us in some way or other. Our own
nation has experienced many thousands of deaths more than normal
because of Covid-19. Our church has lost members, this year, who were
loved and cherished. In our families and wider circles, most of us have
experienced some kind of loss. The young people in our families have
known the loss of the summer they were anticipating or the student
experience they had planned for, and many of us have ‘lost’ a way of life,
the holidays we planned, the things we had become used to doing
regularly, along with close contact with many of our friends and family.
Many now are beginning to lose their jobs, as the economy lurches in the
midst of a pandemic.
The older I get, as with all of us, the more I find that grief and loss are
part of the landscape of my life. Like many of you, I have been through
times of bereavement and loss, and I have been shaped by them. I know
that many in our congregation, perhaps all of us in some way or another,
have known what it is to grieve and to remember. Many have been
widowed, some have experienced the most bitter pain of losing a child,
and others have lost beloved friends. Grief walks beside us.
I wonder sometimes why we talk so little about this, since it is something
that is so real for many of us. I remember that when I first went through a
major loss I wanted so much to talk about the one who had died, to find
ways of keeping their memory alive, and that there was comfort to be
found in remembering rather than the silence of forgetting. I was
fortunate to find those who were patient listeners. But I know that’s not
always the case for everyone.
I’ve also always been grateful for being part of a community that does
have a language to talk about death and a hope beyond death (the
Church!), because it seems to me so much healthier and wiser than our

So, I want to encourage us all to talk to and with one another about the
people we’ve loved who have died, to light candles to remind us of the
bright flames they were in our lives, to find someone to talk honestly with
about the complexities of our relationships and our griefs, to break the
silence and let memories come to life.
The wisest people often say that you don’t ‘get over’ a bereavement, but
that you get used to it. And it’s true that it is possible to find a way back
to life (away from the rawest most painful part of grieving). But we don’t
have to feel that getting used to an absence means we forget. Indeed the
best way towards the healing of grief’s pain may actually be through the
path of active remembering. Augustine said that our memory was somehow
related to our soul – and so we need to value and treasure our memories.
An author I read a great deal lived through the First World War and lost
her fiancé, her brother and her friends. She had no chance at the time to
mourn well or to do the things that make remembering part of healing. In
later life she was always meticulous about the rituals of mourning,
claiming remembrance as something truly to honour the dead.
Even Remembrance services will be different this year because of a
pandemic. Funerals this year have been different; smaller, often on-line,
fewer mourners and no singing. It’s been hard to grieve well. But perhaps
we can encourage each other in our remembering. I used to think of those
going through a great loss as rather stand-out unusual people, but now I
realise that grief and loss are simply part of all our lives. We all have to
navigate them and learn to live with the scars and the empty spaces. But
there are ways we can all help each other; letting conversations happen,
being interested in one another, lighting candles, affirming those who
have died, nursing good memories and learning to heal difficult ones.
I once watched a programme about weddings and I can remember one
bride saying she didn’t want to get married in her parish church because it
was surrounded by a grave yard. ‘All those dead people!’ she said. I think
we can celebrate that we are surrounded by those who have gone before
us (the great cloud of witnesses!). There is nothing to fear, but there is
great value, in a true remembering of those we have loved and lost.
So let’s talk – and remember together!
Your minister
Susan
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A prayer for each day of the week
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You are the one who longs for peace and justice to embrace each other.
You are the compassionate Saviour and redeemer.
Come, God of love, save us and help us.

Monday:

Friday:

God, I know that some people don’t like Mondays,
and that feeling of a long week beginning makes my stomach churn.
Give me grace to know that you are with me
on work days and empty days, on ordinary days and special days.
And may this day, this particular day, be one that I live close beside you,
Amen.

O God, there is one person for whom I feel I must pray today.
I cannot know all this person is enduring or all that they can do to help
themselves.
I have little wisdom to shape or mend the life of another human being.
But this person’s need, I can see, is deep, and so I pray for them by name….
Let your love and wisdom bless them,
and if there is anything you would want me to do,
give me the sense to see it.

Tuesday:
Today, God of love,
I want to pray for the people I love most,
since I know that you love them too.
I will spend time before you in silence..
thinking of them, warming with love for them,
and longing for their peace and well-being.
Show me, as I pray, how I might love them well today.
Wednesday:
On this day, I come before you with much on my mind.
Thoughts chase and dart around my head
and even my body finds it hard to be still.
I know in my head that you are God and that there is none beside you,
but I want to feel that in my body and in my soul.
Be patient with me, God, and give me time to find that still place.
Let me be with you, bringing all that’s on my mind,
until I can rest in the gentle rhythm of your love.
Thursday:
Today, God of all things, I want to pray for the world.
I have read and seen the news.
I have heard the announcements and the analysis.
I have looked at the faces on the screen.
And I bring all this before you, wondering where you are in the midst of it.
You are the Creator of a beautiful world and amazing creatures.

Saturday:
Today, awesome and marvellous God,
I come first to offer prayers of thankfulness.
I set aside the needs and requests that seem often to begin my prayers,
and I will concentrate on thanksgiving.
Thank you for the moments of joy.
Thank you for those who love me and whom I love.
Thank you for being the arms beneath my fragile life.
Thank you.
Sunday:
God of the sabbath,
on this day of rest, this rising day,
I greet you with joy and hope.
Where I am tired, awaken me.
If I am fed up, feed me with expectation.
Since I am far from perfect, forgive me and redeem me.
Let my hearing of the good news this Sunday
revive my faith and strengthen me,
that I too may rise again and rejoice.
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Revised Common Lectionary
for forthcoming Sundays

Church Family News
Midweek Worship

1 November
All Saints Day

8 November
Remembrance Sunday

15 November

We are offering something rather different now on Tuesdays (we can’t
now just gather to chat over coffee and discuss things… as we once did!).

Joshua 3:7-17
Psalm 107:1-7, 33-37
1 Thessalonians 2:9-13
Matthew 23:1-12

Joshua 24:1-3a, 14-25
Psalm 78:1-7
1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
Matthew 25:1-13

Judges 4:1-7
Psalm 123
1 Thessalonians 5:1-11
Matthew 25:14-30

At 11.30am every Tuesday there is an opportunity for a half an hour of
prayer and reflection. We often use one of the services in a new book
from the Iona Community. There is a Bible reading and a short reflection
on it. And there is usually music; of all sorts to lift us in prayer. And then
there’s plenty of time for prayer and just being before God.

22 November

29 November
Advent Sunday

6 December

No-one will try to ask you what you think or to discuss anything. So it’s a
time of resting before God. Some people chat afterwards (distanced or
even wearing a mask) in the garden on in the car park (or even in a coffee
shop) – but the main thing is a time of quiet and prayer. Why not give it a
try?

Ezekiel 34:11-16, 20-24
Psalm 100
Ephesians 1:15-23
Matthew 25:31-46

Isaiah 64:1-9
Psalm 80:1-7, 17-19
1 Corinthians 1:3-9
Mark 13:24-37

Isaiah 40:1-11
Psalm 85:1-2, 8-13
2 Peter 3:8-15a
Mark 1:1-8

Daily devotions and Sundays too
There are still regular posts of worship resources from the URC – through
the Daily Devotions link: https://devotions.urc.org.uk

Reform Magazine
If you would like to collect next year’s copies of Reform Magazine in
church rather than ordering them yourself, please let me know by
Sunday 22nd November so that I can order them. The cost is £29.50
for 10 issues. Cheques should be made out to Taunton United
Reformed Church. Thank you.
Pamela Bamber (01460-234041)

From 10am each Sunday (now well into next year), there is material to
read and follow (including readings, hymns, prayers, a sermon…) OR you
can listen on-line to a recording and join in that way. These services have
been led each week by a different URC minister, with different voices
doing readings and prayers, and with a wonderful variety of hymns and
music.
The total amount donated to Water Aid this year is £2185. This includes
amounts given by members of the congregation, together with Gift Aid
reclaimed from HMRC for donations made last year.
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Birthday Corner

Remembrance Sundays

Special greetings to those in our wider fellowship who have a birthday in
November. May God bless you all …
6

Jean Grigg

13

Pamela Bamber

15

Eryl Harris

17

Lorna Head

29

Morag Lingard

On Sunday 18th October Kay Copp (featured in photo opposite) celebrated
her 99th birthday. Our minister wished her a happy birthday as Kay joined
the service on Zoom, and sang her that song, after which the congregation
applauded in agreement.

The Car Park: Thanks to Jean Grigg
As many will know, the church car park has spaces (the ones edged in
white) that are let to people from Monday to Saturday. For many years
Michael Grigg organised and oversaw this: being in touch with hirers,
sending out invoices etc. Michael saw this as part of his service to the
church and indeed to the community. Since his death, just over two years
ago, Jean has carried on the task and kept in touch with all the hirers.
Now, Jean has come to the end of her time of doing this and the task has
passed to Eryl Harris. But the Elders were glad recently to send Jean some
‘thank you’ flowers and to express thanks on behalf of the whole church
for a job well done.
The Synod now have six spaces (at the bottom of the car park) and the
church has the spaces nearest the church, including the space reserved
for drivers with a disability. Other spaces are used by a wide variety of
people who work locally. We are grateful, of course, for the income this
provides and for the great advantage our own car park gives us when we
need it.

Above: Paul Street, 11th November 2018.
Below: Afghanistan 13th November 2011,
conducted by the Rev Clare Callanan (below right) - see page 18
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Harvest at Paul Street

Two sides of Paul Street

On the east side, the last phase of
the development of the church
premises is complete, with the new
canopy and URC sign above. The
dignified and discreet lettering for
the name will no doubt please the
Listed Building people.

On Sunday 4th October the congregation
online joined with that at Paul Street to
celebrate the harvest of God’s goodness. In the
church building there were splashes of colour
with flowers and a display of healthy essentials.
The Revd Susan led a communion service
equipped, necessarily for serving bread and
wine, in face shield.

Photos on this page
and opposite centre
by Stuart Trott.

On the west side, the Quantock
House redevelopment continues
apace. Nothing listed here.
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Images of autumn

Christmas 2020
The Elders have been thinking through the challenges of celebrating
Christmas this year. We’ve tried to focus on what we can do rather than
what we can’t and to welcome new opportunities. These are our thoughts
at the moment:

Outside
We will put up our external crib scene – under our new canopy of course
and so perhaps with a new impact. We will put up some trees outside – as
usual.
We would hope to have some carol singing outside (choir only though – and
socially distanced) – perhaps on some Saturday mornings.

In church
We will have one tree inside and also a display of Christmas Nativity sets
(in windows and on tables etc). This might be just for those who worship
here – OR – we might be able to open it to the public at some points.

At home
Along the rive Tone.
Photos: Sheila Rudofsky

We plan to give everyone a different poster to put in your windows for
each week of Advent – and a final Christmas poster too.

Services
We suggest that we hold a Christmas carol service event on Zoom (so that
we can all listen to and sing along to Christmas carols – and advertise this
on Facebook etc. so that visitors could find the link and join us). Sunday
mornings will be as normal (a hybrid of in-person and Zoom).
Christmas Day – the plan is have a joint service at Temple (but if that’s not
possible because of social distancing then we can have our own).
December 27th – David Clitheroe, from Temple, is booked to lead the
service at Taunton URC.

Above: a beech tree outside the
Museum of Somerset.
Right: a Virginia creeper sets the
editor’s garden on fire.

What can you do?
Please let us know what you think AND if you have a nativity set
(particularly one that is unusual or notable) that we could display please
let us know that too.
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Work-Wise
I’m delighted to announce that Work-Wise has a new
manager. Her name is Carrie Lamb and she will have begun
work in October. She comes with good experience of the charity and
voluntary sector and much energy too! Carrie lives near Burnham-on-Sea
and so will be well placed for when Work-Wise begins having sessions in
Bridgwater. I am sure that we will want to wish her well in her new job!
Work-Wise is now open and using both the church and the hall for sessions
on Wednesdays. We cannot be as hospitable as we once were with tea and
toast etc, but we hope we might find a Covid-19 safe way of doing that
before too long.
As always it is a privilege to be able to hear people’s stories and to help
them in the search for the dignity and challenge of work, especially in
such times as these.
Susan Durber
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Helping United Reformed Churches work
for a fairer world and for peace with
justice, recognising that change and
response starts with each one of us.
Envelopes for your donations and
Information Leaflets are available in
the Dora Cox Room.

Moving Stories
News from our Partners around the World

Moving Stories are issued bi-monthly. They will appear in this magazine
next month. Editor

An invitation from St Nicholas, Kilton
Are you feeling Worried, Scared, Stressed?

Council message about remembrance

Do you long to find some Peace and Quiet?

Remembrance commemorations will be different in Taunton this year due
to the ongoing COVID-19 restrictions. The usual civic programme of events
will not take place as we adhere to Government guidelines and keep the
community safe. Instead, the annual observation of Remembrance will be
marked with a series of videos which will be shared on Somerset West and
Taunton (SWT) social media.

Situated between the Quantock Hills and the coast St.Nicholas’
Wayfarers church offers an oasis of Peace and Tranquility in the midst
of today’s turmoil.

SWT is hoping that people can still get involved and pay their respects
while following social distancing advice, joining services at their local
church or simply remembering from home.
Members of the public are welcome to lay their wreaths at Taunton's War
Memorial in Vivary Park throughout the day on Remembrance Sunday
(8 November) but are asked to avoid 11am as there will be no formalities
this year. The words traditionally used at Remembrance will be displayed
beside the Memorial, and a chaplain will be available nearby for part of
the day if anyone wishes to be supported during their private time of
remembering.

Bring a picnic, sit in the garden, watch the birds
and feel the breeze on your face, or retreat to
the cool St.Nicholas and let God’s peace
surround you.
The Way. A39 midway between Kilve-Holford, on
a sharp bend turn North on Kilton Rd.then up
and down the steep hill through the hamlet of
Kilton and turn left. St Nicholas will be on your
left.
Good parking. Dogs welcome. Views are glorious.
Enjoy your visit, Come again. Enquiries 01278 733504
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Remembrance - an army chaplain’s view

The Last Post is a British Army bugle call going back well into the 18th
century, with Dutch roots before that. It is the traditional last bugle call
of the day, signalling that the routines of the day are finished. Yet like all
bugle calls, it has a slightly different meaning on a battlefield. There it is
a rallying call for the wounded and those who have got separated…‘The
day is done, the fighting is over.’

As a former chaplain in the British Army I have been privileged to have led
and participated in Remembrance Commemorations across the world. I
have shivered whilst on exercise in southern Germany, sweated over my
Order of Service in Kenya, and been nervous in front of several hundred
Australian trainee ‘diggers’ in Wagga Wagga NSW (inexplicably pronounced
Wogga Wogga!). I have stood in the shadow of Thiepval Memorial, listened
to the Last Post echo on Sword Beach in Normandy, and wept with
Canadian veterans at the military cemetery in Cyprus. Perhaps the most
poignant was with my soldiers in Afghanistan, with a piper standing watch
on a vehicle and playing his lament as he descended from the vehicle and
walked slowly away…
Remembrance is a unique occasion in the Armed Forces, requiring hours of
preparation. The logistics of the parade, the selection of participants, the
provision of appropriate equipment, and of course the hours and hours of
drill and preparation of uniform. Soldiers will mumble and mutter, as they
always do, but on the day, their chins are higher, their boots shinier, their
eyes wetter than on any other day of the year. The chaplain has his or her
preparation to do; a sermon and an Order of Service, and occasionally a
Regimental Sergeant Major to persuade and convince that the candle that
you wish to place in that off centre position is not going to be moved into
the exact centre where he has moved it twice whilst you were not
looking!
Why do we do what we do each year? I have always explored with soldiers
the history and reasons for the various aspects of the actual service of
Remembrance. It is a highly charged event. For those who have
deliberately offered themselves to violence or sudden death, particularly
to protect others, our need to assure ourselves (and the dead) that there
is something ‘more’ seems even stronger.
The ancient Greeks gave us the idea of the cenotaph (‘empty tomb’), so
that those who fell far from home could have a symbolic resting place at
home where friends and families could honour them. Stunned by the toll
of the First World War, many cities erected cenotaphs in the years after
the war. Erroneously called ‘War Memorials’, these are the empty tombs.
It is where we go to honour these dead and hope – at some subconscious
level – that they realise it.
The Kohima Epitaph carved in the memorial wall at Camp Bastion:
When you go home, tell them of us and say,
for your tomorrow we gave our today.

Reveille is the other bookend to the minutes of silence. It was the first
bugle call of the day for some centuries in the British Army and the
message is basically ‘Everyone get up!’ It has another meaning significant
in Christian imagery. There will be that last morning someday in which all
the living and the dead will arise together in that final resurrection, when
all will be made whole. And soldiers understand that with the RIP tattoos
on their arms, recalling their mates.
The time in silence between ‘Last Post’ and ‘Reveille’ is the most charged
of all and the oldest element of the ceremony. You guarded your dead
after a battle until you could properly dispose of them with your culture’s
usual rituals. By standing watch, we not only remember them but we
pledge ourselves to protect them from dishonour. One of the most
powerful occasions I have ever witnessed and been a part of is the vigil
that his brothers-in-arms held over Drummer Lee Rigby’s body in Bury
Church that long night prior to his funeral.
Such times and rituals for soldiers and their chaplains do NOT glorify war
and death on any global or personal scale. As we reflect in silence, our
thoughts are often of a more personal nature. For Remembrance is always
about the loss of loved ones. The grieving for their death. The
remembrance of their uniqueness and preciousness. A renewed
appreciation of the sacrifices they made on our behalf. A sense of wonder
at the life and love we shared. An acknowledgement of the incredible
impact they had and continue to have on us, the inheritors of their legacy.
And then, in respect, comes a recognition that the personal is universal.
For it is the quality and depth of our personal attachments that ground
our wider moral concerns.
And so every year the spirit of memory will ‘brood over' our personal and
collective histories, recalling those upon whose shoulders we have stood,
as today we stand shoulder to shoulder with those whom we share our
common humanity and love.
Lest we forget.
The Reverend Clare Callanan. RAChD rtd
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Time to remember
There used to be an annual ‘Time to Remember’ service at the
crematorium to which anyone grieving the loss of a loved one over any
number of years was invited. Sadly, this is not happening this year.
So we recall that, since this time last year, we have lost
Brian Ingham, father of Sue
Gwyneth Jones
Helen Piper
Jan Cottrill
Joy Grant
Gretel Cohen
Derek Elliott
and there are others, too, who are still sorely missed.
Here is a short liturgy written for a group setting but equally usable in
the privacy of one’s home, with we/us changed to I/me.

We remember them
When we are weary and in need of strength,
When we are lost and sick at heart,
We remember them.
When we have a joy we crave to share,
When we have decisions that are difficult to make,
When we have achievements that are based on theirs,
We remember them.
At the blowing of the wind
and in the chill of the winter,
At the opening of the buds
and in the rebirth of spring,
We remember them.

21

At the blueness of the skies
and In the warmth of summer,
At the rustling of the leaves
and In the beauty of autumn,
We remember them.
At the rising of the sun and at its setting,
We remember them.

Prayer
Living God,
in the mystery of your eternity,
we are not separated from those we have loved and lost
for your love holds us together.
While we live they will not be forgotten among us.
In your eternal love, they will never be lost.
May our memories of them enrich our lives.
We remember them with gratitude,
and celebrate their life and deeds.
God of renewing life,
we open our hearts to you
in the pain of enduring grief.
May your strong love hold us.
In the joy of treasured memories,
and the assurance of your gift of eternal life,
may your peace comfort us.
Amen.

MAGAZINE DEADLINE
Contributions for the December 2020 magazine should be with the
Editor
Peter Henderson - 14 Somerset Avenue, Taunton, TA1 5HU
Telephone: 01823 254668 - e-mail: tauntonurc.mag@gmail.com
by MONDAY 16th NOVEMBER 2020 (or earlier) please.
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Remembering who we are

My purpose is note that a potential casualty of a necessarily simplistic set
of regulations is the identity of the church, and to assert that we need to
remember who we are. At the time I wrote this I was meant to be coleading a training event at a conference centre; but, because conference
centres have been grouped with exhibition centres, rather than
restaurants, for regulatory purposes, we could not run the event.

I listened with interest to Susan’s sermon on 18th October, in which she
interpreted the response of Jesus to the trick question posed by the
Pharisees and Herodians (in Matthew 22:15-22): “Give to the emperor the
things that are the emperor’s, and to God the things that are God’s.” Or
“Render unto Caesar…” as we may remember it from older translations.
Susan was encouraging us to remember that, unlike the denarius coin in
the story, stamped with the head of the Roman emperor, we are made in
the image of God. (The text of the whole sermon is on the church
website.) The implication is that, if we remember who or what we are,
then Jesus’ response becomes a call to offer our whole selves to God.
I listened with particular interest because I have been pondering another
way in which it is important to remember who we are. To explain, I need
to begin somewhere else.
One of the metaphors that I have heard used to bring some sense of
meaning to life under this pandemic is that of exile. We have, in some
sense, been taken away from the patterns of life we considered to be
normal - it is like being in another country, perhaps a different planet and it was not of our choosing. So I have been re-reading some of what
Walter Brueggemann, an American Old Testament lecturer, writes about
biblical prophets at the time of Israel’s exile in Babylon.
Brueggemann sees the importance of these books of the Bible because of
what they say to a modern church in exile. He has in mind the American
church held captive by “the military-industrial-scientific empire” in which
today’s equivalent to Babylon is “consumer capitalism.” He uses quite
strong language because he believes that the modern American Christian
is bombarded with voices that seek to shape life in ways that are
fundamentally opposed to the voice of the gospel.
We may see parallels with consumer society holding British christianity in
exile, or we may not. That is not really my point here. My point is that life
for much of this year has been shaped by the coronavirus pandemic and
especially by the regulations introduced to contain, control or combat it.
People’s lives are restricted, and livelihoods are under threat, by this. Our
world is being constrained by, held captive to, government regulation.
The purpose of this article is not to criticise the government policy - or,
rather, successive policies - on balancing public health and the economy. I
have lost count of how many times I have thanked God that is not my job.

Regulations for churches are based on the government’s rather narrow
concept of places of worship. Perhaps they imagine ancient parish
churches with worshippers filing in to say their prayers and then out again.
But the church is much more than this. It is more than a building, more
than than a house of prayer, it is a community of people who interact
among themselves and with others. It is, as Susan has reminded us, a place
and a vehicle of hospitality and, at its most God-like, generous with it.
I am still experimenting with how to be part of the community of our
church - Sunday morning in person behind a mask or on Zoom with
freedom to chat. But much of our community activity and most of our
hospitality has been deemed illegal, in our buildings at least. Meanwhile,
though what is called the hospitality sector of commerce is
understandably complaining about trying to survive, it has more
opportunities than the church. What I know is that more community
engagement is possible in a café than in a church building. We are in exile
and we long for homecoming.
Brueggemann’s advice to God’s people in exile - to us - is to remember
who we are, and whose we are, and be true to that. We need to hold on
to the memory of a dynamic, active and hospitable church community, to
ensure that the memory is not trampled to death by regulation. We need
to remember that we exist for God and it is God who will give us a new
future, perhaps one quite unforeseen. Taking our cue from the prophets,
we need to imagine a new world in which the Church really is the Church
and not an emaciated government misconception.
So what do we do? Tempting though it is as a non-conformist to challenge
the state on the enforcement of regulations, I do not think that would set
a good example.
Perhaps what is required is that we use our imaginations to see how the
church can be itself within the regulations, say by holding Bible studies
and fellowship groups in cafés, cell groups conforming to the Rule of Six.
Maybe God is inviting us to transcend Covid and break out of the church
buildings to realise our true identity as the Church.
Peter Henderson
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